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ABSTRACT 

The small angle X-ray and neutron scatttering experiments have revealed die 
structure of the complex of DNA-binding protein HU and DNA with 20 base pair 
long in solution. By comparing observed Rg (Radius of gyration) of the complex 
with calculated Rg of the model, we have concluded that HU protein binds DNA in 
such a manner that the protein bends the rod-like DNA, and that the binding is 
rather cooperative.This is the first evidence on the structure of HU-DNA complex 
obtained by the diffractive method in vitro. These findings give us the view that HU 
protein might facilitate the DNA's dynamical reactions in a cell by winding DNA 
like an enzyme, and that there might been a possibility that cells turn on and off die 
enzymatic actions by changing the concentration of HU protein. 

INTRODUCTION 

Living creatures are classified into two groups whether they have nuclear membrane or not 
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ABSTRACT 

百1esmall angle X-ray and neutton配ameringexperiments have revealed恥

SIJ'UC加問。fthe complex of DNA-binding protein HU ar叫 DNAwIth 20 ba揖 pair

long in solution. By comparing ob民nedRg (Radius of gyrati側，)of肋ecomplex 
wi曲calculatedRg of the model， we have conclud剖 thatHU protein binds DNA in 
such a manner由atthe protein bends the rod-like DNA.刷叫 that恥 bindinlis 
m由erc∞戸rative:百 isis the first evidence on出estructwe of HU-DNA complex 
obtained by the diffiョctivcmωhodinvi"o.These findings givc us由eview曲atHJ
protein might faci1itate恥 DNA'sdynamical問 配tionsin a伺:Ilby windinl DNA 
like an enzyme， and thal there might been 1 possibi1ity出at偲.us加m佃町叫OfT泊施

enzymatic舵 tionsby thaogiog由e∞IDCen回ti側 ofHUpro総io.

INTRODUCTION 

u吋01creatures are cl踊sifiedinto two gr剖伊 whe由町由eyha\'e nl眠民町m倒nbl祖国~or 副賞
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in their cells, and they are eucaryotes or procaryotes respectively. 
The DNA double helix in eucaryotic cell would span thousand times of the cell nucleus if 

it were streched out. Histones play an important part in packing this very long DNA molecule in 
an orderly way into a nucleus of only a few micro-meters in diameter. The fundamental packing 
unit is known as the nucleosome, a complex of histone protein octamer and DNA. 

In procaryotes, although the genome is much smaller, it has been made clear that there is 
some kind of DNA packaging. Following the gentle lysis of cells, chrosomes can be isolated in a 
folded and supercoiled conformation as complexes of prcieins and DNA just close to in vivo. 
Some of these proteins exibits several histone-like properties clearly. These small basic proteins 
have been shown to form bead-like structures along the double-stranded DNA in a manner 
similar to the histones, which had been confirmed by the electron microscopy. Such proteins 
have been called as HU protein in common name. 

In 1984, the crystal structure of HU protein had been determined by X-ray 
crystallography^fFig.l&Z]. In crystal HU proteins form dimer. It is assumed that the two 
protuberant arms bind the phosphate back bone or major groove of DNA double helix, though 
the structure of several amino acid residues in the arm has not been able to be determined because 
of the positional or dynamical disorder in the crysatl. However, noboby knows the structure in 
the form of the HU-DNA complex. 

*- FI g . 1: Structure view from two 
sides of the dimer of HU protein, 
determined by X-ray crystallography. 
Principal carbon atom is shown to be 
bound together in the order of amino 
acid sequ.:\ce.Note that DNA with HU 
protein L nly putative, and (hat the 
complex structure at the atomic level 
has no t been ever carried out. 

F i g . 2 - * 
Schematic structure of HU protein; 
left : monomer, right : dimer 
composed of another monomer 
(shaded).N : amino-terminal, C : 
carboxyl-terminal, ALPHA... : a -
helix.STRAND...: p -sheet. 
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Especially structure study of HU-DNA complex, unlikely to histone-DNA complex 
(nucleosome), is very attractive because it has been reported that HU protein is a transcription 
and replication factor of active DNA3-3)'4)according to some biochemical experiments. We can 
expect to clarify the physiological functions of HU protein towards DNA by getting the structure 
infomation of HU-DNA complex. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 
& 

EXPERIMENT 

a) preparation of HU protein : We obtained the source of HU protein, a bacterium 
Bacillus stearothermophilus of about 7 00 (gram) in wet mass, which was collected twice after a 
large scale fermentation of 200 (liter). Next, we extracted contents from the bacterial cells by 
b-caking the cell wall with use of pressure difference, then centrifuged mem to get a crude 
fraction of HU protein. After the process through three kinds of column chromatographies, only 
the HU protein solution, which could be checked by SDS polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis.was obtained. Finally we lyophilized the solution and obtained about 60 
(mili-gram) in powder of HU protein. 

b) preparation of DNA : We synthesized two kinds of complementary single stranded 
DNA of 20mer (20 bases long) [Fig.3] . The DNA base sequence was designed so that 
DNA-binding proteins should bind easily in the centeral A-T rich region and the DNA be 
stabilized by G-C pairs at the both ends. The crude product of DNA was purified, and the pure 
solution lyophilized to get double stranded DNA of 20b.p.(base pair) long by annealing the 
mixed solution of two kinds of single stranded DNA. 

S'-GCACAACTAATTGCATAACGO' 
3,-CGTGTTGATTAACGTATTGC-5, 

FI g. 3 : The base paired sequence of complementary DNA synthesized. The two types of base pairing (hydrogen 
bonding) are permitted.between A ( adenine) and T (thymine), and between G (guanine) and C (cytosine). 

c) instruments : The small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS) scattering 
experiments were excuted at BLIOc of Photon Factory in KEK and at SANS-U of JRR-3M in 
JAERT respectively. The optical conditions of each instrument were selected as to cover low Q 
region enough to be able to observe 40 (Angstrom) Rg in the Guinier region. 

d) Rg calculation from models : The crystal structure data for Rg calculation from the 
model were obtained from PDB; Protein Data Bank. The contribution of hydrogen atoms was 
not included inthe calculation. For the volume integration in the Rg calculation, the molecule was 
cut with the unit volume of cube, 2 3 (Angstrom1). 

e) experimental conditions : All experiments were carried out near at the room temperature 
and the pH of sample solutions was about 7 with proper buffers. 
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RESULTS 
& 

DISCUSSION 

a) HU protein : SAXS results from the HU protein solution are shown in Fig.4. When die 
concentration of HU protein decreases and is extrapolated to zero, Rg becomes 19 (Angstrom). 
Rg was calculated from the crystal structure (dimer) data, and was 17.8 (Angstrom). In this 
calculation, some undetermined portion in the arms was not included, and when this portion is 
created by the computor graphics and added in the Rg calculation, it was obtained as 20.1 
(Angstrom).These results show that HU protein exists as a dimer in solution and that die portion 
of arm regions invisible in the X-ray crystallography might be detected in the solution scattering. 

M U a l M t t r S A U 

v ^ ^ . . 
• i * , 

i w > c 
•Ufclto* 
i w > c 
•Ufclto* Hf»«A| 

••*•• •«•! tarn 
• Ml «.*»! t.Mt 

F i t . 4(left): Guinier plot of HU protein by SAXS, the Rg inmates at the concencrtaion decrease!. 
Fig .S(rijht) : 20b.p. DNA by SAXS. 

Q=4irsin 91 X, l$x scattering angle, A: wave length. 

b) 20b.p. DNA : SAXS results from the 20b.p. DNA in solution are shown in Fig.S. In 
the case of DNA the experimental measured Rg was obtained as 20.2 (Angstrom) and this is in 
good agreement with the calculated one; 21 (Angstrom). 

c) HU-DNA complex : In the SANS and SAXS experiments, three experimental 
parameters were selected in the HU-DNA complex solution, those are, die molar ratio (Mr) (= 
(HU protein dimerJ/|DNA 20bp.) ), the salt concentration ([NaCl]) and the total concentration 
(= [HU protein dimer]+[DNA20bp.j ) in order to deduce the structual information of HU-DNA 
complex coordinately for stoichio letry, for effects of electrosutic-shielding of ions and for 
solute concentration effects. 

• [NaCl]=50mM 
Guinier plots from SANS & SAXS experimental results rje shown in Fig.6 & 7 

respectively. Obtained Rg were scattered from 32 to 35 (Angstrom), in order to explain these Rg 
values, we have proposed the complex model of HU protein dimer and 20b.p. DNA, and die 
model was created by die computor graphics. After many trials on die models, we have been able 
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F 11. 4(left): Guin加がotofHU pro凶nby SAXS. Ihe R， inaeases u恥 concenuaa町叶闘軍uea.

F '" 5(ri，hl) :創)b.p.DNA by SAXS. 
Q=hlin" A.2':民副岡崎1Il，Ie，A:制.YeJe喝&

b)1Ob.D. DNA : SAXS rcsuhs from the 20b.p. DNA inω，Iution釘'Cshown in Fig.5. In 
t恥 C路eof DNA the experimental measured Rg was obtaincd as 20.2 (Angstrom) and曲isis in 
g町Jd a~ment wi出恥caJculatcdone; 21 (Angslrom). 

c) H旦ニD~A c叩lDJe! In the SANS and SAXS cxperiments，山田 cx戸市m凶

parameters wcre関 lectcdin恥 HU・DNAωnplexsolution，曲。田 a問.恥 molarratio (Mr) (= 
(HU prolein dimerJl(DNA 20bp.] )， the sa1t concentration ([NaCl]) and lhe'仰 1conccntrarion 
(= [HU pro飽indimer]+IDNA20bp.) ) in order 10也ducelhe structual infonnation of HU・DNA
C四nplexcαxdinately for sωichio，!1Clry， fl町 effectsof el配信回凶.lIc.shieldingof ions and fl町
solutecon回目信事量制1cffccts. 

合[NIα]=筑加M
Guinier pl回5 f~om SANS &. SAXS e叩erimen凶毘sul脂 1.r'Cshown in Fig.6 &. 7 

respectively. Obtained Rg were scattered from 32 to 35 (Angs町四川.加order10 cxplain It暗記 Rg
values， we have propo詑 dthe complex m吋clofHU戸別cindimer and 20b.p. DNA， ar叫 the

rnodel was αm凶 by恥 ωm卵胞rgraphiω.Af町many凶山側恥m回Sels.we ha時 beenable
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to give one model[Fig.8] which explains the observed Rg values very well, and the model 
indicates that HU protein of dimer might bend DNA in a cell. 

HU trntta-IMA into* k* SAN! 

1ml mm. limfml 
Mr^^nNaiMgft^l^PlAp* MM jmunmmmtmwcuma H»»M 
SAW-tUMM. 

RfMKA) 

! .1 

M M 

HUiwmla.MU t f M M 

H.lt.M.MlMM 

JuXt.tKmmi.m, 
1IJ.JMIAI 

•MM 

Q"ill»A«»l| 

F i g . 6(left): Guinier plot of HU-DNA complex by SANS, molecular ratio(Mr) it 1.0. 
F l f .7(ri|ht): By SAXS, molecular r«iio(Mr) U 2.0ft. 

F11.8{below): Two tetramer complexes conucied at an anile of 210 degrees. HU protein is represented by • -carbon 
atoms of each animo Kid, and DNA by phosphate back bona atoms. 

O WW 

• HUptoMin 

Rg(cal.) 
-34.2[A] 

120 

All experiments under the (NaCl]=50mM condition are summerized in Fig.9. We can see 
two things in this figure. One is that the Rg values increase as the molar ratios become high.The 
model that several forms of HU-DNA complexes coexist in equiribrium[Fig.lO| can account for 
this tendency. Another one is that the Rg values increase as the total concentration becomes 
large. This indicates there is some cooperative binding of HU protein to DNA. For further 
discussion, add;,;onal experiment and analysis might be required, however, these findings are 
very important from the standpoint of gene operating system of nonspecific DNA-binding 
proteins. 
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ihM there Might be 
cooperative binding 
HUprtawamdDNA. 

Ml- I««) 

Mr>|HU#awr]/|DNA| 

Total conc.[mg/ml| 

tf .fl ) 
Mw>ll 
Rfatl 

M«-» DNA 20b.p. 
K|>l* 

HU protein dimer 

F l g . l t : Equilibrium model or HU-DNA complex*. Mw it molecultr weight in kD (1000 atomic weight) wait, 
and Rg it radiut of gyration (Angtirom).tt it thought that the variation of "Kg *34.2* compie* panicle ratio alfacu the 

observed Rg valuet. Each emiiribrium conuant hu not bam ever determined. 
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• [NaCI]-10mM 
Fig. 11 shows the convolution between the structure factor and the fust peak of Lane 

diffraction in the Q-I(Q) plot by SANS. Such a curve can be observed in the diffraction from the 
liquid because the interparticle interaction causes the solution to be no longer idcd dilute. The 
sample solution is the mixture of HU protein dimer and DNA 20b.p. in the same number of 
molecule.As the total concentration becomes larger, the first Laue peak shifts to higher Q, that is, 
the nearest neighbor distance of HU-DNA complex particles in real space becomes smaller. This 
tcndancy, especially observed in [NaCl]=10mM not in [NaQ]=50mM, is more prominent than 
in the case of HU protein alone or DNA alone. Such a phenomenon had been recognized in the 
case of eucaryotic histone and DNA complex (nucleosome) at die low salt concentnuion,>. 
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FI g. 1 1 : Inierpviicle effect of HU protein and DNA mixed system by SANS. As the total concentration increases. tut 
peak position shifts to higher Q.Thii is a liquid behavior in the cause of strong interaction between comptea panicles. 
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合[NaCl]-lOmM
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